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The Honda S is an open top sports car that was manufactured by Japanese automobile
manufacturer Honda , from to First shown as a concept car at the Tokyo Motor Show in , the
production version was launched on April 15, to celebrate the company's 50th anniversary.
Several revisions were made throughout the car's production life, including changes to the
engine, gearbox, suspension, interior and exterior. Officially two variants exist: the initial launch
model was given the chassis code AP1; though cosmetically similar, the facelifted version,
known as the AP2 in North America and Japan, incorporated significant changes to the
drivetrain and suspension. Production of the S ceased on August 19th The Honda S was
notable for its exceptional specific power output of about hp per litre, or about two horsepower
per cubic inch, the highest of any mass production, naturally aspirated engined car. Introduced
at the Tokyo Motor Show , [3] [4] the Honda Sport Study Model concept car was the design
study for the production version of the S The SSM was a rear-wheel-drive roadster powered by a
2. It featured a rigid 'high X-bone frame' which Honda claimed improved the vehicle's rigidity
and collision safety. The SSM appeared in many automotive shows for several years afterwards,
hinting at the possibility of a production version, which Honda announced in The S was
introduced in for the model year and was given the chassis designation of "AP1". The S
achieved what Honda claimed as the highest specific output of a normally aspirated production
automobile engine in the world. Notable features include independent double wishbone
suspension , electrically assisted steering and integrated roll hoops. An electrically powered
vinyl top with internal cloth lining and plastic rear window was standard, with an aluminum
hardtop available as an optional extra in The model was largely unchanged; Honda added a
digital clock to the radio display and made the rear wind blocker standard. Honda also added
Spa Yellow exterior colour to the US domestic market lineup. For the model year, suspension
settings were revised and the plastic rear window was replaced by a glass unit incorporating an
electric defroster. Other updates included slightly revised tail lamps with chrome rings, an
upgraded radio with separate tweeters, a leather-wrapped gearshift knob, leatherette console
cover and a revised engine control unit. Notable changes from the standard model include
variable gear ratio steering VGS , a steering system that continuously changes steering ratio
based upon vehicle speed and steering angle to provide improved handling as well as more
comfortable maneuvering in tight low-speed situations such as parking. It was the first system
of its kind to be incorporated into a production car. The lock-to-lock steering ratio was reduced
to 1. Honda outfitted Type V cars with revised damper units, stabilizers and limited slip
differentials to "complement the VGS". Equipped cars came with a special steering wheel and a
VGS badge on the rear. The model S underwent several significant changes. Production moved
to Suzuka. The spring rates and shock absorber damping were altered and the suspension
geometry was modified to improve stability by reducing toe-in changes under cornering loads.
The subframe also received a revision in design to achieve high rigidity. In the gearbox the
brass synchronizers were replaced with carbon fibre. In addition, cosmetic changes were made
to the exterior with new front and rear bumpers, revised headlight assemblies, new LED
tail-lights, and oval-tipped exhaust pipes. Although all the cosmetic, suspension and most
drivetrain upgrades were included on the Japanese, Australian and European models, they
retained the 2. For the North American market, the updates also included the introduction of a
larger version of the F20C with a designation of F22C1 , this larger engine gave the new model a
chassis designation of AP2. In conjunction with the introduction of the F22C1, Honda also
changed the transmission gear ratios by shortening the first five gears and lengthening the
sixth. The F20C continued in all other markets. The model introduced a drive by wire throttle, an
electronic stability control system, new wheels, and one new exterior color, Laguna Blue Pearl.
Interior changes included revised seats and additional stereo speakers integrated into the
headrests. The model year marked the first time the S was offered in more than one trim level in
the United States. The power folding soft top was removed and replaced with a Berlina Black
hard top regardless of the car's body paint colour , while the space into which the soft top
would normally fold when lowered was filled with additional chassis bracing and topped off with
a body-color tonneau cover. Honda also used a CR-unique yellow-lettered spherical aluminum
shift knob which rests The CR knob provided a 6 percent reduction in shift stroke, and
correspondingly presented a 10 percent higher shift load effort. CR models were only available
with yellow and black Alcantara interiors. Faux carbon fiber overlays on the center console and
radio door were unique to the CR trim, as was a peak power indicator light on the instrument
gauge cluster, which flashes when the engine is producing its peak power output. To reduce
weight and lower the center of gravity , the spare tire was omitted and air conditioning and
stereo were offered only as options. The engine in the S CR was unchanged from the standard
trim. Production volume of fewer than 2, units was expected at launch, and were made for the
model year, representing just over a quarter of the total U. Honda continued to offer both the

standard and CR versions unchanged for the model year, but with flagging sales caused by the
automotive industry crisis , the S was cancelled mid-model-year. Ss were manufactured for , of
which 31 were CR models. Thus, total CR production over the two model years was units. The
Japanese domestic market received the Type S edition for the last two years of production â€”
Changes are similar to the U. A specific Type S suspension setup with improved geometry was
designed to enhance the handling, the setup is stiffer but more compromising than the CR
setup to suit it better to everyday spirited driving and the Japanese touge experience. Leather
interior from the standard S was available as a no cost option. The aluminum shift knob with
reduced shift stroke is shared with the CR. While the CR is designed to be a pure track car, the
Type S is designed for improved handling and retains some creature comforts. In the United
Kingdom, from model was offered in both roadster and GT trim. The GT featured a removable
hard-top and an outside temperature gauge. Notable changes on both of the cars included
Grand Prix White body colour, a removable hard top, graphite-colored alloy wheels with black
wheel bolts, aluminium ball gear lever, black S badging and red leather interior with red coloring
for stitching on the gear lever gaiter. In addition to the Ultimate Edition's specification, it
features a numbered plaque on the kick-plate indicating which vehicle in the series it is
numbers ranging from 1 to Number 49 was omitted. The S has received much praise from critics
and motoring journalists and has received favourable reviews from such publications as Car
and Driver. Highlighted are the high output of the engine, the high redline, the balanced
handling, and the smooth gearbox. User surveys have named the S as a favorite for overall
customer satisfaction. After several years of steady production, sales of the roadster began
falling dramatically starting in , and the trend accelerated during the automotive industry crisis.
In , only 2, units were sold in the U. In November of that year, for the first time since its launch,
only 90 new Ss were sold nationwide during a calendar month. Production of the S ceased in
June [17] and plans for a successor were scrapped in the aftermath of the automotive industry
crisis; [49] Honda refaffirmed their stance on plans for a successor for the S after patents and
trademark filings for what would be the Honda Sports Vision Gran Turismo surfaced in ,
following the launch of the aforementioned concept car specifically designed for the Gran
Turismo series. Figures are not directly comparable as they are obtained through different
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be believed, Honda may be planning a successor to the S roadster. The original Honda S was
created to mark Honda Motor's 50th anniversary. The new car would be released in , a
quarter-century after the original's Japanese debut and coinciding with Honda's 75th birthday.
As reported by Forbes , who merely cites "a source close to Honda," the company's marketing
team is "seriously considering" an all-new iteration of the S Veteran Japanese auto industry
reporter Peter Lyon says that 20th Anniversary Concept of the old S, which you may recall was
shown at January's Tokyo Auto Salon , was intended to keep enthusiasm going for an
upcoming model. The Forbes piece goes into a bit more detail, saying the car would have
similar proportions to the original, using aluminum and carbon fiber to maintain a sub-3,pound
curb weight. Engine-wise, the report says Honda was considering a horsepower version of the
2. As exciting as a new Honda sports car would be, color us skeptical on this one. For one,
rumors of a Honda roadster revival have been ongoing practically since the S went out of

production in Honda has also been historically reluctant to share engineering with other
companies, and is unlikely to partner with another to defray costs, as Toyota did with BMW and
Subaru , or Mazda with Fiat. A new one would have to be developed from scratch, adding more
to the cost. The original S was known for its high-revving 2. And the S was itself an homage to
Honda's first passenger car, the S, whose motorcycle-inspired engine could rev to 10, rpm. If
Honda could create a car to carry on the spirit of these cars, we would welcome it with open
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We knew the Honda S was a sweet handling little two-seater sports car when it was new, but
many of us didn't realize just how much we'd yearn for it after it was discontinued in Don't
believe it? Check any auction or car-buying site. And with good reason. It's not like we're talking
about mid-engined Ferraris or Porsche s with a "GT" somewhere in their nameâ€”cars we'd
expect to appreciate for all the obvious reasons. So is the Honda S worthy of all the praise
enthusiasts heap upon it, and what made it so special in the first place? To determine that, we
have to look back a few years. After a few years of tinkering with the concept , the production
version of the S was launched in Aril of The recipe was deceptively simple: It had a naturally
aspirated 2. While that recipe sounds similar to that of the Mazda Miata , the S was significantly
more expensive and sophisticated than its Mazda-badged counterpart. It's not as though the S
didn't have the performance credentials to back up the hefty asking price. The first version,
known as the AP1, was a screamer, with a naturally-aspirated I-4 that produced horsepower at
an immense 8, RPM, with a redline at a mind-boggling 9, RPM. As wild as its stratospheric
redline was, the specific output was the headline: horsepower per liter without forced induction,
the stuff of pure race engines. There was also a limited slip differential, a racing-style digital
instrument cluster both cool and ahead of its time , Honda's traditional and excellent

double-wishbone suspension, and a million miles of headroom to boot. In , Honda introduced a
series of updates the AP2 version , and one of the changes was increasing the stroke of the I
The resulting 2. It featured a purpose-built body kit, had wider wheels for a greater contact
patch and therefore more grip, some slightly stiffer suspension, and was up to 99 pounds
lighter than the already-not-fat S These cars are more than just desirable, they're lusted after in
the contemporary market. There were other special models too, many of which never saw the
light of day in the U. There was the S GT, a U. Other concepts like the S Modulo Climax that
featured a number of Honda-built aftermarket parts and a more upscale interior. Modulo is a
brand name for Honda accessories in Japan and some other Asian markets , and Modulo
models are typically luxed-up versions of standard Hondas but they aren't Acuras. Honda,
however, has never offered a Modulo model on the states, and the S Modulo Climax never
progressed past the concept stage. Why was the Modulo Climax a big deal? The concept was
first shown at the Tokyo Auto Showâ€”three whole years after S production ended. Even though
it was basically an AP2 car with a chrome bar slapped onto the front grille, it showed the world
that Honda was still interested in its little roadster. After all, the Modulo made its first
appearance right as sports car fans realized what they were missing. Where else were you
going to find the S's magical combination of driver fulfillment, clean looks, and reliability?
Practically nowhere. For a while, rumors swirled that Honda would bring the S back. Nothing
ever came of it, but Honda hasn't stopped fanning the flames. It was based on the AP1 S but
featured a
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modernized front bumper, fresh suspension, and a new sound system. Again, we thought
maybe this meant the S was coming back finally! Love and adoration abounds for this little
roadster, and as values of old Ss continue to skyrocket there's a chance Honda eventually
offers factory restorations of old Ss, much like they do with the original NSX provided you can
spare the cheddar. In the meantime, new-production factory parts will help keep the S fleet on
the road. So, is the S the legend we all seem to so fondly remember it as? All you have to do is
look at MotorTrend's original road test to find the answer. In we said Honda's goal was to "was
to develop a convertible two-seater with quick acceleration, taut handling, crisp shifting, great
braking ability, and looks to kill â€¦ we feel it's reached the goal. Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join
MotorTrend. Ss are trading hands for big money these days, but are they worth all that coin?
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